Preserving the integrity of realistic animated Computer Generated (CG) Humans is tantamount to ensuring audience perception and believability. However, projecting accurate behaviour in CG humans remains a potential problem. The effects of facial behaviour display (Facial Expression, Head Movement and Eye Movement) in terms of audience perception (Believability, Eeriness and Accurate Behaviour recognition) were tested utilising a CG animated human head.
Introduction
Computer Generated Images (CGI) have developed significantly over the last twenty years, increasingly Computer Generated (CG) characters are used in movies, games, training applications etc [Creed 2000] . CG humans are challenging our ability to discern what is human. However, CG humans have not always been successful in the movie industry, it has been reported that viewers" reactions have not been positive to realistic human-like characters [MacGillivray 2007] . Such as in "Final Fantasy: The Spirits Within' [Sakaguchi et al. 2001] . The 3D animated characters have been designed to look realistic, but have not been well accepted [Claydon 2005 ]. Since Final Fantasy other similar examples, including the Polar Express [Zemeckis 2004] and Beowulf [Zemeckis 2007 ], did not live up to the expectations of its audiences [Vertegaal et al. 2002] [Gallagher 2007 ] [Geller 2008 ] [Brenton et al. 2008] . It has been suggested that when CG three dimensional animated characters are very similar to humans, the viewers experience a feeling of discomfort [Lim et al. 2008] , is akin to the "Uncanny Valley" [Mori 1970] .
It has proven difficult to clearly define what the term believability truly means [Riedl et al. 2006] , when discussing (and more importantly comparing and contrasting) characters" behaviours. believability is used too often to refer to the specific kinds of behaviours that particular CG characters have, rather than a more general metric that is extrinsic of a particular approach and focuses on an audience"s perception of that behaviour.
Gradually more CG humans are being used in roles once taken by human actors. This strategy is reported as not always being successful where a realistic likeness is required. Perception of CG humans could be affected by their appearance, movement or interactivity. However, literature on perception of CG humans does not present a conclusive framework. Several popular models of CG human interaction present conflicting predictions for the effects of CG human realism [Paouri et al. 1991] [Sakamoto et al. 1997 ] [MacDorman 2009 ]. In addition, most attempts to improve the perception of CG humans have mainly focused on the design of the CG human"s appearance (Visual Realism), even though the dynamics of a CG human (Accurate Behaviour) has a potential influence [Creed 2002 ] [Takács et al. 2003 ] [Chaffin 2005 ]. Furthermore, the influence of facial behaviour on audience perception has received little attention. Thus, studies on the audience perception are required before reconstructing the "Uncanny Valley" [Mori 1970 ] and assessing the influence of facial behaviours on the believability of CG humans. "Uncanny Valley" issues have been noted since the 1970"s. It has been described as a drop in believability as a humanoid robots visual appearance approaches a real human (see figure 1) . This concept has also been applied to CG animation; recently the "Uncanny Valley" effect has been explained as a "Dimension of Variation" [MacDorman 2009 ] (see figure 2 ). This theory suggests that believability is affected by details of the character"s form, dynamics and interactivity. MacDorman"s work is mainly focused on the underlying design of a CG human head that is able to avoid the disturbing feeling described by the "Uncanny Valley" model. His investigation of perception has been limited to the use of still images of a CG human head. However, research has shown that "Behaviour Realism" (i.e. how realistically a character behaves) has an effect on the perceived believability of CG human characters [Brenton et al. 2008 ].
Figure 2. The Dimension of Variation in a Computer Generated human [MacDorman 2009]
From MacDorman"s work we can generate (Figure 2) , the "Dimension of Variation" in CG humans, and we can infer that the increase in the detail of a character (Visual Realism), their dynamics (Accurate Behaviour Realism) and interactivity (Appropriate Behaviour Realism) could lead to differences in the level of a CG character"s believability. Considering the "Uncanny Valley" hypothesis, imperfections in these areas of human likeness could result in negative evaluations of the CG human characters, and an increase in perception of eeriness [MacDorman et al. 2006] . MacDorman concluded that lack of good quality motion was the main issue of negative evaluations in human-like robots.
Study Overview
Research has shown that "Behaviour Realism" has an effect on the perceived believability of CG human characters. However, the exact effects remain unclear. In this study we have specifically looked at the animation of the CG head, drawing on an idea from MacDorman and Brenton. This study has tested both models by investigating the perceived believability of a CG human head presenting different levels of accurate behaviour. Accurate behaviour was manipulated by changing the level of realism of facial expression, head movement and eye movement. These manipulations are based on research results in human nonverbalcommunication (i.e. perceived confidence of human emotional control shows negligible variation between eye movement and head movement [Patterson 1983] ).
The facial behaviour was displayed using a CG human head with different facial behaviour factors. The perception of the audience was quantified according to questionnaires on believability, eeriness and accurate behaviour. To ensure that no specific features unique to movement influenced participants" responses, the type of facial expression of the CG human"s mouth and face were varied as moving in synch but without available speech. Head movement was varied by displaying, between conditions, the Head Movement on the shoulder and no Head Movement at all. Variation of eye movement of the CG human was displayed with either with the full naturalistic eye movement while looking at a fixed 3D space or Eye Movement that was fixed in 3D space and did not focus elsewhere apart from the fixed 3D space. The main focus for this research is to better understand how an audience perceives a CG human head through nonverbal cues. Furthermore, there is no clear evidence to date that identical facial behaviour displayed by CG humans is an influence in human perception.
Method

Design
Previous research has shown that experimental control of a CG human"s movement during CG human facial behaviour interaction can affect and influence audience reaction to the CG human.
Figure 3. A matrix of 2 x Eye Movement (EM) 2 x Facial Expression (FE) 2 x Head Movements (HM) repeated measure ANOVAs were carried out on the dependent variables.
In order to investigate the effect of such a display it was necessary to build an animated human character to display different types of facial behaviours. The aims of the study required a focus on each factor of facial behaviour and on believability, eeriness and accurate behaviour. The repeated measure matrix is summarized in figure 3.
Stimulus
This study will combine three standard methods of investigation into one experiment to measure; the degree of eeriness feeling revealed from "Uncanny Valley" effect, the degree of accurate behaviour movement from "Dimension of Variation" of CG humans and the degree of believability from "Dimension of Variation" of audience perception.
The CG human head was created using 3D animation software (see Figure 4) . A young male character was used for this study. To enable accurate evaluation the CG human head behaviour, by the participants, there was no hair, added textures or voice recorded for this CG character. The full CG character animation blinked and moved his eyes in a natural fashion, and the lower half of face moved with lip synch. These animated characteristics were modified to meet the intervention matrix outlined above. A general invitation was extended to thirty four adults (28 men and 6 women). Participants did not require any previous skill knowledge in 3D software.
Procedure
In order to examine the CG human accurate behaviour effects, an animated human head was built to display two differences. A CG character displayed a specific accurate behavioural scenario, animated using 3D technology. A selection of rendered footage of a 3D animated head was shown to participants in a randomized order including the original reference footage that the animation was derived from. The questionnaires were derived from MacDomman (2006). Participants were left alone to watch the 8 videos each lasting 30 seconds in randomized order (see Figure 5 ).
Participants were asked to rate each CG human head animation on a scale of 1-7 (where 1 was low and 7 was a high) for believability, eeriness and accurate behaviour. 1, 3) =1.99, p=0.17).
Summary of Results
Eeriness
Discussion
The result of this study supports the hypothesis that CG human facial behaviour has an effect on the audience perception of eeriness, believability and accurate behaviour.
From the result of this study it would also appear that head movement and facial expression impact on audience perception of eeriness, believability and accurate behaviour, whilst eye movement does not.
This report has considered a current CG human"s facial behaviour and perceived believability in the context of the "Uncanny Valley". However this mode is far from precise and it is not clear what the magnitude of the axes should be or the exact shape and position of the graph (i.e. where is the absolute position of Zombie or Humanoid robot on the graph?). Without doubt, it is unlikely that audiences" emotional response to CG characters can be fully illustrated by such a simple graph. Various variables have been considered, including accurate behaviour (Head Movement, Facial Expression and Eye Movement). Experimental results suggest that head movement and facial expression are important for participants" perception of CG humans" in respect to eeriness, believability and accurate behaviour. Further work is being conducted to contextualize this in terms of appropriate, contextualized, behaviour.
